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Abstract
An important step in mainstream statisti-
cal machine translation (SMT) is combin-
ing bidirectional alignments into one align-
ment model. This process is called sym-
metrization. Most of the symmetrization
heuristics and models are focused on di-
rect translation (source-to-target). In this
paper, we present symmetrization heuristic
relaxation to improve the quality of phrase-
pivot SMT (source-[pivot]-target). We
show positive results (1.2 BLEU points) on
Hebrew-to-Arabic SMT pivoting on En-
glish.

1 Introduction

One of the main issues in statistical machine trans-
lation (SMT) is the scarcity of parallel data for
many language pairs especially when the source
and target languages are morphologically rich. A
common SMT solution to the lack of parallel data
is to pivot the translation through a third language
(called pivot or bridge language) for which there
exist abundant parallel corpora with the source
and target languages. The literature covers many
pivoting techniques. One of the best performing
techniques, phrase pivoting (Utiyama and Isahara,
2007), builds an induced new phrase table between
the source and target.

Our effort in this paper is based on phrase piv-
oting. We focus on word alignment to improve
translation quality. Word alignment is an essen-
tial step in building an SMT system. The most
commonly used alignment models, such as IBM
Model serial (Brown et al., 1993) and HMM (Och
and Ney, 2003), all assume one-to-many align-
ments. However, the target is to produce a many-
to-many word alignment model. A common prac-
tice solution in most state-of-the-art MT systems
c© 2014 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
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is to create two sets of one-to-many word align-
ments (bidirectional alignments), source-to-target
and target-to-source, and then combine the two
sets to produce the final many-to-many word align-
ment model. This combination process is called
“Symmetrization”.

In this paper, we propose a symmetrization re-
laxation method targeting phrase-pivot SMT. Un-
like the typical symmetrization methods, the pro-
cess is carried out as an optimization for phrase-
pivot SMT and eventually increase the matching
on the pivot phrases. We show positive results
(1.2 BLEU points) on Hebrew-Arabic phrase-pivot
SMT (pivoting through English).

Next, we briefly present some background in-
formation on symmetrization (Section 2) and dis-
cuss previous related work in Section 3. This is
followed by our symmetrization approach in Sec-
tion 4. We present our experimental results in Sec-
tion 5.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly describe different sym-
metrization heuristics. We then explain how sym-
metrization affects phrase extraction and discuss
the motivation for our approach.

2.1 Symmetrization Heuristics

The simplest approach is to merge the two di-
rectional alignment functions using a symmetriza-
tion heuristic to produce a many-to-many align-
ment matrix (Och et al., 1999; Och and Ney, 2003;
Koehn et al., 2003).

One of the approaches is to take the intersec-
tion (I) of the two directional alignments. Inter-
section alignment matrices are very sparse and ex-
press only one-to-one relationship between words.
As a result, we get a high precision in alignment
due to the agreement of both models and a very
low recall.

An alternative approach is to look at the two
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alignments as containing complementary informa-
tion. Therefore, the union (U) of the two models
can capture all complementary information. Un-
like the intersection (I), many-to-many relation-
ship between words are covered and the resulting
matrices are dense. As a result, we get the oppo-
site effect of intersection where we have a higher
recall of alignment points but at the cost of losing
in precision.

Many mid-way solutions between intersection
(I) and (U) can be achieved which aim to balance
between precision and recall. Some solutions start
from high precision intersection points, and pro-
gressively add reliable links from the union to in-
crease recall. Other solutions start from a high re-
call union points and remove unreliable links to
increase precision. One of most commonly used
heuristic is Grow-diag-final-and (GDFA) (Koehn
et al., 2003).

The GDFA heuristic is composed of two steps
and one constraint. The first step (Grow-diag)
starts from the intersection of two directional
alignments then gradually considers the neighbor-
hood of each alignment point between the source
and target words. The considered neighbors of
an alignment point at position (i, j) span over
the range of [i − 1, i + 1] for source words and
[j−1, j+1] for target words. Points in this neigh-
borhood are progressively added to the alignment
if neither the source word nor the target word is
already aligned and the corresponding point ex-
ists in the union (U). The second step (-final) adds
alignment points that are not neighbor intersection
alignment points. This is done for alignment points
between words, of which at least one is currently
unaligned and exists in the union (U). Adding the
constraint (-and), only allows alignment points be-
tween two unaligned words to be added.

2.2 Symmetrization vs. Phrase Extraction

There is a direct relationship between the final
alignment matrix after symmetrization and the
phrase extraction process. One way to look at the
role of alignment points in extracting phrases is
that they act as constraints for which phrase pairs
can be extracted. In the standard heuristic (Koehn
et al., 2003) for phrase pair extraction, the ex-
tracted phrase pair should be consistent and con-
tain at least one word-based link. Moreover, no
word inside the phrase pair is aligned to a word
outside it. Figure 1 shows examples of phrase pairs
that obey or violate the consistency constraint.

Figure 1: Phrase-pairs consistency constraints
with word alignment (black squares are alignment
points and the shaded area is a proposed phrase
pair): The first example from the left obeys the
consistency heuristic, which is violated in the sec-
ond example (one alignment point in the second
column is outside the phrase pair). The third ex-
ample obeys the consistency heuristic despite the
fact that it includes an unaligned word on the right.
This diagram is taken from Koehn (2010).

The consistency constraint leads to an inverse
relationship between the number of alignment
points and the number of phrase pairs extracted;
the fewer alignment points, the more phrase pairs
can be extracted. This relationship is not valid in
the extreme situation with no alignment points at
all; in this extreme case, no phrase pairs are ex-
tracted.

A major issue in this heuristic is its sensitiv-
ity to word alignment errors. Since the consis-
tency constraint is based on the alignment, an er-
ror could prevent the extraction of many good
phrase pairs. In the context of phrase pivoting,
this eventually leads to much less chances to pivot
on potential good phrases. This problem motivates
our approach to relax the symmetrization process
(discussed in Section 4) and generate new pivot
phrases in both systems used in pivoting. These
new pivot phrases can connect potential source to
target phrase pairs.

3 Related Work

Many researchers have investigated the use of piv-
oting (or bridging) approaches to solve the data
scarcity problem (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007; Wu
and Wang, 2009; Khalilov et al., 2008; Bertoldi et
al., 2008; Habash and Hu, 2009). The main idea
is to introduce a pivot language, for which there
exist large source-pivot and pivot-target bilingual
corpora. Pivoting has been explored for closely re-
lated languages (Hajič et al., 2000) as well as un-
related languages (Koehn et al., 2009; Habash and
Hu, 2009). Many different pivot strategies have
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been presented in the literature. The following
three are perhaps the most common.

The first strategy is the sentence pivoting tech-
nique in which we first translate the source sen-
tence to the pivot language, and then translate
the pivot language sentence to the target language
(Khalilov et al., 2008).

The second strategy is based on phrase pivot-
ing (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007; Cohn and Lap-
ata, 2007; Wu and Wang, 2009; El Kholy et al.,
a; El Kholy et al., b). In phrase pivoting, a new
source-target phrase table (translation model) is in-
duced from source-pivot and pivot-target phrase
tables. Lexical weights and translation probabili-
ties are computed from the two translation models.

The third strategy is to create a synthetic source-
target corpus by translating the pivot side of
source-pivot corpus to the target language using an
existing pivot-target model (Bertoldi et al., 2008).

In this paper, we build on the phrase pivoting ap-
proach, which has been shown to be the best with
comparable settings (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007).

There are some recent efforts regarding align-
ment symmetrization or combination. In a related
work to our approach but for direct SMT systems,
Deng and Zhou (2009) performs alignment sym-
metrization as an optimization process to maxi-
mize the number of phrase translations that can
be extracted within a sentence pair. There are
other approaches that do not depend on heuris-
tics. Among these are efforts that depend on
unsupervised methods (Liang et al., 2006; DeN-
ero and Macherey, 2011) where they jointly learn
two directional alignment models. In another di-
rection, Graça et al. (2007) improve bidirectional
models by incorporating agreement constraints to
EM training using Posterior Regularization (PR).
Moreover, DeNero and Macherey (2011) proposed
a model based aligner combination using dual de-
composition.

Since both Hebrew and Arabic are morpholog-
ically rich, we should mention that there has been
a lot of work on translation to and from mor-
phologically rich languages (Yeniterzi and Oflazer,
2010; Elming and Habash, 2009; El Kholy and
Habash, 2010a; Habash and Sadat, 2006; Kathol
and Zheng, 2008). Most of these efforts are fo-
cused on syntactic and morphological processing
to improve translation quality.

Until recently, there has not been much paral-
lel Hebrew-English (Tsvetkov and Wintner, 2010)
and Hebrew-Arabic data, and consequently lit-

Algorithm 1 Symmetrization Relaxation Algo-
rithm (starting with union symmetrization)
{ generate the list of possible pivot unigram Lp}
AU

pt =
−→
Apt ∪

←−
Apt

AF
pt = AU

pt

for (i, j) ∈ AF
pt do

if Wi /∈ Lp then
AF

pt = AF
pt − {(i, j)}

end if
end for
return AF

pt

tle work on Hebrew-English and Hebrew-Arabic
SMT. Lavie et al. (2004) built a transfer-based
translation system for Hebrew-English and so did
Shilon et al. (2012) for translation between He-
brew and Arabic.

To our knowledge this is the first study improv-
ing phrase-pivot SMT for Hebrew-Arabic SMT.
We successfully show that relaxing alignment
symmetrization targeting pivoting and combining
the extracted phrases with the best baseline system
improve translation quality.

4 Approach

In this section, we explain our approach in relaxing
the symmetrization process to improve the match-
ing in phrase-pivot SMT. We then discuss our ap-
proach in combining the phrase pairs extracted
from the basic pivot system and a pivot system us-
ing our relaxation approach which leads to our best
results.

4.1 Symmetrization Relaxation

Our proposed approach is based on two parts. The
first part is constructing a list of all possible pivot
unigram phrases Lp that can be used in the pivoting
process. This can simply be done by getting the in-
tersection of all the pivot unigrams extracted from
both the source-pivot and the pivot-target corpora.

In the second part, we start by building two
directional alignment models: pivot-to-target

−→
Apt

and target-to-pivot
←−
Apt. Following Algorithm 1,

we can start with union AU
pt or grow-diag-final-

and AGDFA
pt alignment symmetrization. We then

relax the symmetrization to allow the extraction of
many new pivot phrases by removing a given word
link that links a target word to a pivot word that is
NOT in Lp. The final alignment matrix after all the
deletions is AF

pt. To remind the reader, alignment
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He-En En-Ar He-En-Ar
Symm. |Asp| |Asp|

|AU
sp|

|PTsp| |PTsp|
|PT I

sp|
|Apt| |Apt|

|AU
pt|

|PTpt| |PTpt|
|PT I

pt|
|PTst| |PTst|

|PT I
st|

I 0.6M 45% 15.0M 100% 0.7M 57% 11.4M 100% 1707M 100%
U 1.4M 100% 0.9M 6% 1.3M 100% 1.3M 12% 1M 0.1%
U R 1.2M 89% 1.7M 11% 1.2M 91% 2.3M 21% 245M 14%
GDFA 1.1M 79% 3.0M 20% 1.0M 85% 3.0M 27% 267M 16%
GDFA R 1.0M 73% 4.4M 30% 1.0M 78% 4.6M 40% 1105M 65%

Table 1: Comparison of symmetrization methods in terms of alignment set size, resulting phrase tables
size (in millions) for each size SMT system used in pivoting and the final pivot phrase table.

points deletion (a.k.a alignment symmetrization
relaxation) allows the extraction of more phrases.

We repeat the whole process in the other lan-
guage pair of the pivoting, source-pivot, to get the
final alignment set AF

sp. Then, these final align-
ment matrices are used to extract two phrase tables
PTsp and PTpt which are used in the phrase pivot-
ing process to produce the final pivot phrase table
PTst.

Table 1 shows the impact of different word
alignment symmetrization methods on phrase ta-
bles for each system used in Hebrew-Arabic
phrase-pivot SMT (He-En & En-Ar) and the fi-
nal phrase table (He-En-Ar).1 We compare each
method with and without our relaxation approach.
The first row in the table is the intersection (I). The
next two are union (U) without relaxation and then
union with relaxation (U R). The next two meth-
ods are heuristic grow-diagonal-final-and (GDFA)
without relaxation and with relaxation (GDFA R).

For each particular symmetrization method and
each system used in pivoting, we compute the out-
put alignment set size in first & fifth columns and
their percentage of the union in second & sixth
columns. We also compute the size of the resulting
phrase tables. The numbers show the inverse re-
lationship between the alignment set size and the
phrase table sizes. The most sparse matrix in in-
tersection leads to huge phrase tables which con-
sequently leads a exponentially huge final pivot
phrase table with potentially a lot of low quality
phrase pairs. The union has an opposite effect. It
has a higher recall of alignment points including
some bad alignment points that can prevent the ex-
traction of good pivoting phrase pairs.

Figure 2 illustrates how the proposed sym-
metrization relaxation approach can lead to good
and bad English-Arabic phrase pairs.2 The
1The experimental setup is discussed in details in Section 5.1
2We use the Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter Arabic transliteration

English-Arabic phrase pair (B1) is extracted into
the original baseline phrase table. The word
“phased” is erroneously aligned to the Arabic word
�

�
	
¯ð wfq ‘according to/under’ which prevents the

extraction of smaller phrase pairs because of the
consistency constraint (discussed in Section 2.2).
Since the word “phased” does not appear in the
English side of the Hebrew-English corpus, our re-
laxation method will drop all the alignment points
which are connected to the word “phased”. This
allows the extraction of a couple of new phrase
pairs (R1a & R1b). (R1a) is not a good phrase pair
since it includes an extra word (“phased”) in the
English side that is absent in the Arabic. That said,
it will not be used in the pivoting.(R1b), on the
other hand, is a good phrase pair that could lead to
a pivot match.

The lower half of Figure 2 illustrates how sym-
metrization relaxation does not always lead to
good phrase pairs. The English-Arabic phrase pair
(B2), which appears in the original baseline phrase
table, is a perfectly good phrase pair. However,
since the word “Saloniki” doesn’t appear in the En-
glish side of the Hebrew-English corpora, deleting
it leads to the creation of two bad phrase pairs (R2a
& R2b) where the English and Arabic side do not
have the same meaning.

4.2 Model Combination
The alignment symmetrization relaxation ex-
plained in Section 4.1 leads to an increase in the
number of phrase pairs extracted in the translation
model. Some of these phrase pairs would be use-
ful but many others are of low quality which af-
fects the translation choices during decoding and
the overall translation quality as shown in Figure 2.

As a solution, we construct a combined phrase
table using phrase pairs from the best baseline piv-
oting system without relaxation and then add any

(Habash et al., 2007).
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English: "aboli(on"of"poli(cal"sectarianism"under"a"phased"plan"

"
Arabic: "AlγA'"AlTAŷfyħ"AlsyAsyħ"wfq"xTħ"mrHlyħ "�إلغاء"الطائفية"السياسية"وفق"خطة"مرحلية�""

-

English: "aboli(on"of"poli(cal"sectarianism"under"a"phased*"plan"

Arabic: "AlγA‘"AlTAŷfyħ"AlsyAsyħ"wfq"xTħ" " """" "�"إلغاء"الطائفية"السياسية"وفق"خطة�"""""""""
" " " " " " ""

English: "aboli(on"of"poli(cal"sectarianism"under"

Arabic: "AlγA'"AlTAŷfyħ"AlsyAsyħ"wfq " " " "" "�"إلغاء"الطائفية"السياسية"وفق�""""""
" " " " " " " " " """

"

B1 

R1a 

R1b 

English: "a"newspaper"interview"in"Saloniki"

"
Arabic: "mqAblħ"SHAfyp"fy"sAlwnyk " "" " "�مقابلة"صحفية"في"سالونيك�"""""""""""""""

-

English: "a"newspaper"interview"in"Saloniki*"

Arabic: "mqAblħ"SHAfyp"fy " " " " """" "�مقابلة"صحفية"في�"""""""""""""""""""""""
"

English: "a"newspaper"interview"in"

Arabic: "mqAblħ"SHAfyp"fy"sAlwnyk* " " "�مقابلة"صحفية"في"سالونيك�""""""""""""""""""""""

"

B2 

R2a 

R2b 

Figure 2: Two examples of baseline (GDFA) phrase pairs (B1 & B2) together with two pairs of phrases
that are generated after symmetrization relaxation (R1a, R1b, R2a &R2b). The alignment links that are
deleted as part of symmetrization relaxation are colored in red. The words marked with an asterisk do
not have an equivalent in the opposite language in the phrase pair they appear in. The examples are
discussed in detail in Section 4.1.

additional phrase pairs extracted after relaxation.
We add a binary feature fs,t to the log linear space
of features in order to mark the source of the pivot
phrase pairs as follows:3

f(s,t) =

{
2.718 if (s, t) from the baseline system
1 otherwise

(1)
The aim from the added binary feature is to bias

the translation model after tuning to favor phrase
pairs from the baseline system over the comple-
mentary phrase pairs from the relaxed model.

5 Experiments

Next, we present a set of experiments on sym-
metrization relaxation for phrase-pivot SMT and
on model combination.

5.1 Experimental Setup
In our pivoting experiments, we build two SMT
models; one model to translate from Hebrew to
English and another model to translate from En-
glish to Arabic. For both models, we use the same
size of parallel corpus(≈ 1M words) despite the
3The log values of 2.718 and 1 will lead to a binary represen-
tation in the log linear space.

fact that more English-Arabic data are available.
The English-Arabic parallel corpus is a subset of
available data from LDC.4 The Hebrew-English
corpus is available from sentence-aligned corpus
produced by Tsvetkov and Wintner (2010).

Word alignment is done using GIZA++ (Och
and Ney, 2003). For Arabic language model-
ing, we use 200M words from the Arabic Giga-
word Corpus (Graff, 2007) together with the Ara-
bic side of our training data. We use 5-grams for
all language models (LMs) implemented using the
SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002).

All experiments are conducted using the Moses
phrase-based SMT system (Koehn et al., 2007).
We use MERT (Och, 2003) for decoding weight
optimization. Weights are optimized using a set
of 517 sentences (single reference) developed by
Shilon et al. (2010).

We use a maximum phrase length of size 8
across all models. We report results on a Hebrew-
Arabic evaluation set of 300 sentences with three
references developed by Shilon et al. (2010). We
evaluate using BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002),

4LDC Catalog IDs: LDC2004T17, LDC2004E72,
LDC2005E46, LDC2004T18
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METEOR v1.4 (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) and
TER (Snover et al., 2006).

5.2 Linguistic Preprocessing

In this section we present our motivation and
choice for preprocessing Arabic, Hebrew and En-
glish data. Both Arabic and Hebrew are morpho-
logically complex languages (Fabri et al., 2014).
One aspect of Arabic’s complexity is its various at-
tachable clitics and numerous morphological fea-
tures (Habash, 2010). which include conjunc-
tion proclitics, e.g., +ð w+ ‘and’, particle procl-
itics, e.g., +È l+ ‘to/for’, the definite article +È@

Al+ ‘the’, and the class of pronominal enclitics,
e.g., Ñë+ +hm ‘their/them’. Beyond these clitics,
Arabic words inflect for person, gender, number,
aspect, mood, voice, state and case. This mor-
phological richness leads to thousands of inflected
forms per lemma and a high degree of ambiguity:
about 12 analyses per word, typically correspond-
ing to two lemmas on average (Habash, 2010).
We follow El Kholy and Habash (2010a) and use
the PATB tokenization scheme (Maamouri et al.,
2004) in our experiments which separates all cli-
tics except for the determiner clitic Al+. We use
MADA v3.1 (Habash and Rambow, 2005; Habash
et al., 2009) to tokenize the Arabic text. We
only evaluate on detokenized and orthographically
correct (enriched) output following the work of
El Kholy and Habash (2010b).

Similar to Arabic, Hebrew poses computational
processing challenges typical of Semitic languages
(Itai and Wintner, 2008; Shilon et al., 2012;
Habash, 2010). Hebrew inflects for gender, num-
ber, person, state, tense and definiteness. Further-
more, Hebrew has a set of attachable clitics that are
typically separate words in English, e.g., conjunc-
tions (such as ו!+ w+ ‘and’),5 prepositions (such as
+ ב! b+ ‘in’), the definite article (+ ה! h+ ‘the’), or
pronouns (such as !Mה+ +hm ‘their’). These issues
contribute to a high degree of ambiguity that is a
challenge to translation from Hebrew to English
or to any other language. We use the best prepro-
cessing scheme for Hebrew (HTAG) identified by
Singh and Habash (2012) .

English, our pivot language, is quite different
from both Arabic and Hebrew. English is mor-
phologically poor and barely inflects for number,

5The following Hebrew 1-to-1 transliteration is used (in He-
brew lexicographic order): abgdhwzxTiklmns‘pcqršt. All ex-
amples are undiacritized and final forms are not distinguished
from non-final forms.

Symm. BLEU METEOR TER
GDFA 20.4 33.4 62.7
GDFA R 20.8 34.0 62.4
U 20.1 33.5 62.7
U R 20.7 34.0 62.5
I 20.8 34.0 63.6

Table 2: Symmetrization relaxation results for
different symmetrization methods. The best
performer is the relaxed grow-diag-final-and
(GDFA R). (GDFA R) BLEU score is statistically
significant over the baseline (GDFA) with p-value
= 0.12. All other results are not statistically sig-
nificant.

person and tense. English preprocessing simply
includes down-casing, separating punctuation and
splitting off “’s”.

5.3 Symmetrization Relaxation

We compare the performance of symmetrization
relaxation in contrast with different symmetriza-
tion methods. The results are presented in Ta-
ble 2. In general, as expected grow-diag-final-
and (GDFA) outperforms all other symmetriza-
tion methods and it is considered our base-
line. Moreover, the performance improves with
the symmetrization relaxation for both union
(U R) and grow-diag-final-and (GDFA R) and the
best performer is the relaxed grow-diag-final-and
(GDFA R). While (I) leads to comparable results
to (GDFA R), BLEU score against the baseline
(GDFA) is not statistically significant and TER is
the worst across all methods.6

Since (GDFA R) is the best performing model,
we use (GDFA) and (GDFA R) in our model com-
bination experiments, next.

5.4 Model Combination

We test the performance of combining the baseline
(GDFA) phrase table with the relaxed (GDFA R)
phrase table as explained in Section 4.2.

The results in Table 3 show that we get a nice
improvement of 1.2/1/0.8 (BLEU/METEOR/TER)
points by combing the two models (GDFA) and
(GDFA R). The difference in BLEU score is sta-
tistically significant with p-value < 0.01. This re-

6Statistical significance is done using MultEval
(https://github.com/jhclark/multeval) which implements
statistical significance testing between systems based on
multiple optimizer runs and approximate randomization
(Resampling, 1989; Clark et al., 2011)
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Symm. BLEU METEOR TER
GDFA 20.4 33.4 62.7
GDFA R 20.8 34.0 62.4
GDFA+GDFA R 21.6 34.4 61.6

Table 3: Model combination experiment result.
(GDFA+GDFA R) shows a big improvement in
BLEU score which is statistically significant with
p-value < 0.01.

sult shows that our relaxation approach helps in
combination with a baseline system to improve
the overall translation quality. Moreover, since
(GDFA R) is a proper super-set of (GDFA) by de-
sign then the big jump in performance is due to
the additional binary feature added to the log linear
model. As we hoped, the binary feature biases the
combined model towards the more trusted phrase
pairs from (GDFA) and complement the transla-
tion model with the additional phrase pairs from
symmetrization relaxation.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a symmetrization relaxation method
targeting phrase-pivot SMT. The symmetrization is
carried out as an optimization process to increase
the matching on the pivot phrases. We show pos-
itive results (1.2 BLEU points) on Hebrew-Arabic
phrase-pivot SMT. In the future, we plan to work
on symmetrization based on morpho-syntactic in-
formation between Hebrew and Arabic. We expect
an improvement in quality since both languages
come from the same Semitic family. We also plan
to work on techniques to determine the quality of
pivot phrase pairs using alignment information and
relationships between the three languages used in
pivoting.
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